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May 2016 outcome One Media Professional Killed and Opposition Groups Are Still Persecuting Journalists



Introduction The Syrian Center for Journalistic Freedoms of the Syrian Journalist Association, which is assigned to monitor and document violations against journalists, citizen journalists and media centers in Syria, documented the occurrence of 9 violations during May 2016. This included the death of media professional Muayad El Jerq due to the explosion a bomb planted in the roadside of Damascus countryside. Thus, increasing the total killed media professional number since the beginning of the Syrian revolution in 2011 to a total of 339. Al Jazeera reporter, Jalal Soulaiman, was also wounded by a shrapnel explosive barrel by the Syrian Regime air force in Homs countryside. The regime forces have also targeted the journalists Abu Rayan and Hassan Al Omari with gunfire during a reporting duty in Hama countryside. Other journalists were also exposed to multiple cases of harassment and threats aiming to impede their journalistic activities. One particularly noteworthy case was the kidnapping of the journalist Hussein Al Sino in Darbassiya, in Hasaka governorate countryside by elements of the Asayish division of the Democratic Union Party, which announced its self-administration in the governorate. The Islamic army has also issued manhunts against media professionals in Eastern Ghouta, where the journalist Anas Al Khawly has been living and hiding for a time now and where another journalist Alaa-Al Ahmad has been the target of a defamation campaign and accused of treason. Additionally, media centers have been subjected to obstruction: offices of the Smart agency situated in Aleppo and the Latakia countryside have suffered substantial damage due to exposure of bombing by the Syrian Regime forces. Last but not least, this month witnessed the release of 3 Spanish journalists who have been kidnapped in Maadi district of Aleppo 10 months ago, as well as the release of reporter Mustafa Al Asmar, who was also detained for more than a month by the People´s Protection Forces unit in Aleppo countryside. The center has also witnessed the killing of armed journalistic activists, who, due to the escalation of military operations, suffered from psychological pressures 2
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that altered their behavior and consequently, manifested a nature that was contrary to their own. The Syrian Center for journalistic freedom expresses its earnest appreciation towards the media activists for their work, some whom played a fundamental role in the documentation of committed violations against journalistic rights but who have successfully drawn attention to the key distinctive features between armed people and journalists, to the development of a self-made criteria when the criteria established by the center, as attached in this report, are lost or unavailable. On the other hand, the Syrian Freedom Center for Journalistic Rights couldn´t document the violations committed against Syrian women media professionals due to the complications of the field work in Syria, and the work on guaranteeing the security of media professionals there in conjunction to hold all perpetrators accountable. The center urgently calls for various parties, institutions, and international stakeholders to effectuate the international laws for the protection of journalistic rights, and to hold legally accountable perpetrators who have been directly involved in the transgression of journalistic rights and to work concomitantly for the protections of journalists and the right of information diffusion in Syria.
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1st part : The Killing of Media Professionals Death of media professional Muayad Omar El Jerq, the media office photographer on May 16th in a hospital in the town of Al Hama in Damascus countryside. His death was the result of an injury he was exposed to 2 days earlier. He was admitted to the intensive care unit. The media office of Al Hama mentioned that media professional El Jerq was wounded because of an explosion planted by unknown assailants, on the roadside in Al Khabouri region, 2 days earlier.



2nd: The Wounding of Media Professionals
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1. Al Jazeera reporter, Jalal Suleiman was wounded in his hands and feet due to fragments of a barrel bomb stricken by the Syrian Regime air force in North of Homs on May 22nd, 2016. 2. Hama Media Center reporters, Hakem Abu Rayan and Hassan Al Omari, were also wounded on May 29th, 2016, while they were covering battles between the opposition forces and Syrian Regime in Aqrab governorate, which is situated in south Hama countryside. Abu Rayan worked with a number of media networks in addition to his work in H a m a M e d i a C e n t e r. H e w a s wounded in the leg and face.
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3rd: Detention operations Kidnap of media professional Hussein Al Sino, Walat FM reporter and website supervisor, in the middle of May 22/23rd night, by a masked group belonging to the Democratic Union Party. According to a statement released by his cousin on Facebook: "The four masked men were riding a black van. They ambushed Al Sino in his internet cafe and forced him to ride their car after tying his hands and blindfolding him. According to one of his present friends during the operation, they seized his personal laptop and Mobile, and asked him for his passwords. The masked men proceeded to take Al Sino in an empty area and asked him to not criticize the Asayish People Protection's Unit and threatened him with death if Al Sino issued another criticism against them. The masked men then released Al Sino 3 hours later in front of his home, knowing fully that Al Sino was already receiving threats since a while.



4th: Threat and Manhunt of Journalists 1.
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The Islamic Army has raided the media professional house, Anas Al Khawly in the town of Masraba in the rural area of Damascus on May 8th, 2016 while they were searching for him, but he remained unfound. Two days later, a statement was anas al khawly issued that Al Khawly was in safety, albeit the fact that his working equipment was seized. Al Khawly informed the Freedom Center that the army has since then raided his house 17 times, of which he was able to count, and he has no idea why or what he is being accused of. The Syrian Center for journalistic freedom
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The Freedom Center released a statement on the July 3rd, 2015 against the the Islamic army,state condemning the raids of Al Khawly´s house, who was arrested with his father,because he was filming the demonstrations of civilians protesting the siege. 2- The independent reporter, Alaa Al Ahmed was exposed to recurrent harassment and humiliation in the aim to impede his journalistic activities in the eastern Ghouta of Damascus countryside, as he informed the Freedom Center. The image of a poster was diffused, accusing Alaa of treasonous work in Alaa al ahmad Damascus, along with a rumor that Al Ahmad had allegedly distributed a list of violations that are occurring in the city of Douma, focusing specifically on the subject of imprisonment, such as the compelling satirical title of the ¨Concrete, Repentance, and the Cave¨, which is a primary reason for his pursuit. Al Ahmed denies these charges completely and accused the Islamic Army on the 24th of May of baseless defamation, as he expressed on his Facebook page.



5th: violations committed against media centers 1. Smart Agency office in Mashhad neighborhood in Aleppo center was hit by a mortar shell belonging to the Syrian regime on May 3rd, 2016. The bombing has resulted in damage of voltage transformers and fuel tanks in the building, but no agency correspondent was injured. 2. Smart Agency office situated in the village of Alyimdiya on Jebel Turkman in Latakia was exposed to artillery shots fired by Syrian Regime Forces stationed in the Tower of Zahi on May 22nd, 2016 without any casualties among reporters.
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6th: Reliefs Mustafa al asmar



1. According to information published by Mohammad Haj Handal on his Facebook page, the media professional Mustafa Al Asmar who was arrested by the People´s Protection Unit division of the Democratic Union Party, was released on May 22nd. Mustafa Al Asmar is a designer and producer for Azaz Media news outlet. 2. The Spanish authorities announced on May 7th, 2016 the release of 3 Spanish journalists who were kidnapped in Syria for approximately 10 months. A representative spokeswoman for the Spanish authorities have confirmed the release the Jose Manuel Lopez, Engel Sastre and Antonio Bamliga, who were kidnapped in Maadi neighborhood in Aleppo in July 2015, and proceeded to thank Qatar and Turkey for their ¨cooperation and friendly alliance¨ during the final stage of the rescue. These 3 journalists work for multiple Spanish media outlets. Antonio ¨Tony¨ Bamliga has managed to cover the conflict in Syria on behalf of France Press agency until 2013. Also, the photographer Jose Manuel Lopez, who has also won many awards for his poignant pictures of the war victims in Syria and other countries.
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About the Center The Syrian Center for Journalistic Freedoms is an administrative organization affiliated with the Syrian Journalists Association, aiming to defend journalistic freedoms in Syria. It works on documenting violations against media professionals and -centers, including those that occur against Syrian media professionals outside Syria. Hence, covering reports are issued, in addition to issuing press releases on various occasions. SCJF was established on June 1st, 2014, with the support of "Free Press Unlimited". This to pursue the work of the Journalistic Freedoms Committee of the Syrian Journalists Association. SJA was founded in February 2012, and works on documenting violations against media in Syria. The work of the Freedom Center is organized by an internal regulation called: "Freedom Center Administrative Procedures Manual." The Center communicates with the administrative body of the Syrian Journalists Association and "Free Press Unlimited" to brief them on its plans and work progress, as well as obtain necessary consultations to develop its work. The Center also communicates with members of the Association and all necessary contacts to conduct investigations and obtain any information that might be useful for its work.



:Standards in documenting violations 1. Media Victims: The SCJF documents violations against media professionals in Syria, regardless of their nationality, gender, race, sect, the entity they work for/with, or their perpetrators. Additionally, it documents attacks on Syrian media professionals out of the country. The same applies to violations faced by offices, centers and media institutions. However, the Center does not publish violation news if the victim or their relatives request it. 2. Occurrence of violations during the media work: The SCJF documents violations against media professionals while performing their media jobs, whether they were directly or indirectly targeted. Thus the Center, for example, documents on injury suffered by the media professional during bombing or by stray bullets if s/he was doing their job, even if they were 8
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not intentionally targeted. It does not document the case of a media professional who was wounded in similar circumstances, if he was doing another job unrelated to media - such as rescuing victims - or was among the victims of indiscriminate bombing targeting his whereabouts yet s/he was not working at the time. Also, cases resulting from natural reasons or unrelated to media, such as natural death or traffic accidents are not documented.



3. Condition of Media Professionals linked to armed action: The SCJF refrains from documenting abuse of media professional linked to an armed action, such as carrying or transferring weapons, even if the purpose is self-defense. The Center also refrains from documenting attacks occurring to the media professional as a consequence of her/his actions, such as wearing a military uniform or raising military symbols that make the distinction difficult between himself and gunmen, thus becoming a potential target. However, the Center does document violations against the media professional who quit an armed action and cut their relationship with it according to this standard.



4. Media Professionals in the armed forces: The SCJF documents violations against armed forces’ media professionals, conditional to absence of armed action links and is in compliance to the previous standard. Nonetheless, the documentation takes place in a separate section from documented violations on media professionals, according to the first paragraph on media victims. The Center indicates in its reports their attribute as armed forces media professionals. They are not counted as victims of violations against media professionals, and are listed in a separate section in the database.



5. Definitions: SJA internal regulations are adhered to, especially the articles on media professional, journalists and citizen journalists, applies in case of conflict with these expressions. A. Media Professional: The term includes all journalists, all those who work in the media field. B. Journalist: is a person who practices and earns most of his income from the journalism profession. S/he may be committed by an official work contract with an institution or one or more media outlets, or can work as a professional part-timer. 9
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C. Citizen Journalist: is anyone who works in the media field and is excluded from the previous definition; either working independently or affiliated to centers, agencies or media outlets. D. Violation: is any physical or moral attack that occurs to the media professional or media outlet that may cause physical or moral damage or impede her/him of working freely.
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